
A platform designed to help park 
agencies, towns and nonprofit 

organizations take advantage of the 

most innovative web and mobile 

technology.
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Trailhead Labs
In 2013, we decided to leverage all of our experience with 

technology and the outdoors to start Trailhead Labs. We've spent 

our time since continuing to learn, partner, and collaborate with 

outdoor groups all over to build innovative technology that 

engages people with the outdoors.

Trailhead Labs is a critical part of the core team rebuilding the federal 

government's Recreation.gov website. Their leadership in innovative 

outdoor mapping and technology has been invaluable in aggregating, 

cleaning, and publishing recreation geospatial data and rebuilding the 

mapping platform for the new system. Their extensive experience with 

the open source community, the outdoor industry, and the public sector 

has been a tremendous asset for this project. We are excited to partner 

with them for many years to come.

– Will Healy, Principal at Booz Allen Hamilton Rec.Gov
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OuterSpatial
OuterSpatial is our outdoor 

technology platform. It's designed 
specifically for organizations that 
steward open spaces and want to 
better engage with their visitors. 

Professional Services
We also offer professional 

services, making over eighty years 
of domain experience and a rich 
history supporting the parks and 

recreation sector available to 
government agencies, nonprofits, 

and companies.  

Our Work
We're somewhat unique in that we not only build a product, 
but we also provide outdoor technology-related services to 

government agencies, nonprofits, and companies.



Trailhead Labs Team

”

Over 80 years of combined experience across a 

wide range of spatial industries, Trailhead Labs is 

built to make the complexity of trail networks look 

easy. 

We are well positioned to quickly grow our team 

as we doubled in the last 6 months. Our 

philosophy is that technology can help elevate 

and empower our natural resources. The products 

we build are defined by quality and our passion to 

provide the best user experience and data to the 

outdoor community.

We are always looking for a way to change the 

trails game by providing just the right amount of 

disruption at the right time. 



Jereme Monteau

”

● Pathological Runner

● Beer and Coffee Nerd

● Not A GIS Pro

● 4 Years in Bend



The Outdoor Platform
Get your park and recreation data into the hands of visitors 

using modern, interactive maps and mobile apps, while deepening 

visitor engagement and gaining insight into your community. 

Trailhead Labs has been outstanding to work with on our new 

website and interactive map! OuterSpatial enabled us to 

aggregate and improve the accuracy of Napa County’s recreation 

assets, which include over 175 miles of trails within 34 parks for 

12+ land management agencies. Our visitors now have current 

and updated information on all of the County’s parks, trails, and 

campgrounds via a modern interactive map and app.

– John Woodbury, General Manager - Napa Open Space District
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Mobile

Publish your data into native 
iOS and Android apps

Web
Turn your data into beautiful 

interactive maps  

OuterSpatial Manager
One place to manage your outdoor park and 

recreation data and content, build and publish maps, 
and deepen your understanding of your visitors



OuterSpatial Mobile
Native mobile applications are expensive to build and hard to 

maintain. OuterSpatial Mobile allows your organization to 

publish park and recreation data into a native mobile app 

experience that’s specifically designed for outdoor recreation.

✓ Content customized for your community.

✓ Fully featured, modern native app with offline capabilities, gps 
tracking, geoPDF maps, and community posts.

✓ Promote custom challenges and incentive programs to bring more 
visitors to your park.

✓ Allow your visitors to check in, report issues, contribute back and 
share with their friends while out on the trail.

✓ Present only authoritative content from organizations.

✓ Website compliment – your info in the app and on the web!

OuterSpatial Mobile gives you the power to create a custom branded application 

specifically for your organization, using your organization’s logo, name, and look 

and feel. Just like the global version, your branded app will be freely available to 

visitors through the iTunes and Google Play stores.

Need More Customization?
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Use OuterSpatial Manager in conjunction with Publisher to open up your data, making it available for web/mobile developers, planners, consultants 

and other technologists. This modern developer hub allows you to integrate your data into your websites in various ways and even combine with  

partner organization content. Comprehensive guides and documentation make your content open and accessible,

OuterSpatial Publisher

Manager 
A sophisticated tool for managing your outdoor parks and 

recreation data online. Easily add interpretive and 

curatorial content to your existing geospatial information, 

such as photos, videos, engaging descriptions, events, 

and status information.

✓ Create & manage data using an easy-to-understand web interface.

✓ Connect and integrate your existing internal datasets.

✓ Georeference your paper maps for easy data creation and review.

✓ Add dynamic information such as closures and status. 

✓ Own your data – download your content whenever you want. 

 



Public agencies at all levels of government are actively using 
OuterSpatial — federal, state, regional, county, and city; as well 

as many nonprofit partner organizations. 

Customers





Government-Driven 

And “data” is just the beginning; stewards also need a way to publish alerts, status updates, 
etc. in a timely fashion...

As well as the “content” that sits on top of “data”, which is also a critical 
part of the story

Government often struggles to create and maintain quality data and given 
the trends in government, it’s unlikely to change soon

To ensure accuracy, certain data should come directly from our recreational resources

Government agencies can’t simply work inside a vacuum



Industry-Driven

As a business, it’s tempting to 
see recreation data as a 

problem that can be solved by 
simply throwing resources at it

When this happens, 
businesses start to see 
the data as a strategic 

asset

And bypassing 
stewards eliminates a 

critical piece of the 
feedback loop

Stewards are tasked with protecting and managing our open spaces and often see the big 
picture (e.g. balancing natural resources and recreation) when others may not



Collaborative
We’ve adopted an approach that sits somewhere 

in the middle

✓ We see an opportunity to establish channels of 
communication that build and foster passionate 
communities

✓ We want to see public agencies, nonprofit 
partners, recreationists, and industry working 
together

✓ Data can still flow up and through official 
pipelines, but contributions from others can help 
ensure data is accurate and up-to-date



From Data...
 



...to Content
 











Overlapping trail segmented. Deleted the overlapping segment. 



3 Agencies + 1 Network = Conflation































Let us support your organization! 

Contact us to set up a free demo.

hi@trailheadlabs.com

(415) 890 - 5575
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